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Agenda
1. Welcome and Getting Re-Connected
•Learning From Each Other
2. Understanding Rigor on Content Areas
•Thinking Maps
•Modeling in Math and Science
•Unpacking the Math Practices
•Argument Writing
3. Developing Reliable Assessment Items
•Writing Quality Constructed Response Questions
•Writing Quality Multiple Choice Questions
•Finding Quality Stimulus Information
4. Developing Rubrics for Scoring
Critical Questions Teams Ask
1. What do we want students to know and be able to do?
2. How will we know if they can?
3. What will we do for those who can’t?
4. What will we do for those who already can?
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• Multiple choice
• Matching
• True or false

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Selected response

Constructed
response

Performance
Give a speech.
Throw a ball.
Create a meal.
Make a prototype.

Short answer
Essays
Graphic organizers
Diagrams

Examples in Practice

Type of Assessment

• Is the only way to see performance
skills
• Can be engaging for students

• Allows one to see student thinking
• Helps one find student
misconceptions
• Assesses higher level thinking
• May be more like future highstakes assessments

• Is easy to score
• Doesn’t take a lot of time for
students to take
• Requires no judgment for right or
wrong answer
• Allows multiple questions per
learning target
• Is good practice for current highstakes tests

Advantages

Choosing an Appropriate Assessment

• Is timely to take
• Is timely to grade
• Needs collaborative
scoring for CFAs
• Harder to demonstrate
proficiency for students
who find writing difficult
• Is timely to take
• Can create classroom
management issues
• Needs collaborative
scoring
for CFAs

• Is difficult to write for
higher level thinking
• Is easy for students to
guess the right answer

Disadvantages

Rigorous Thinking in My Content Area
Example

Ways to Assess
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DOK 1

DOK 2

DOK 3

DOK 4
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Social Studies
•recall facts, terms, concepts, trends
•recognize or identify specific
information contained in maps,
charts, tables, graphs, or diagrams

ELA
•identify figurative language
•fluency
•know vocabulary
•use punctuation correctly

•compare or contrast people,
places, events and concepts
•convert information from one form
to another
•give an example
•classify or sort items into meaningful
categories
•describe, interpret, or explain issue
and problems, patterns, reasons,
cause and effect, significance or
impact, points of view
•use evidence
•draw conclusions
•apply concepts to new situations
•use concepts to solve problems
•analyze similarities and differences
in issues and problems
•propose and evaluate solutions to
problems
•recognize and explain
misconceptions
•make connections across time and
place to explain a concept.

•low level comprehension (right
there questions)
•simple inferences
•using context clues
•predict outcome
•summarizing
•first draft writing
•notetaking
•outlining

•analyze and synthesize information
from multiple sources
•examine and explain alternate
perspectives
•illustrate how common themes and
concepts are found across time and
place
•make predictions with evidence
•develop a logical argument
•plan an develop solutions to
problems

•analyze and synthesize from
multiple sources
•explain alternate perspective from
a variety of sources
•Define similar themes over a variety
of texts
•writing with voice
•writing with information from a
variety of sources

•explain, generalize, or connect
ideas
•how author’s purpose affects the
text
•summarize info from several
sources
•identify abstract themes
•writing for different purposes
(awareness of audience)
•using complex structures and ideas
in writing
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DOK 1
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Math
•knowing math facts
•apply an algorithm or formula

DOK 2

•make a decision about how to
approach a problem
•at least 2 step problems
•interpret info from table or graph
(simple)

DOK 3

•make conjectures
•draw conclusions
•justify reasoning especially when
tasks have more than one right
answer
•citing evidence

DOK 4

•requires complex thinking over a
period of time (with different tasks)
•requires planning
•making connections between a
finding and related concepts
•critiquing design

Science
•definition
•simple procedure (one step)
•know a formula
•represent in words or diagrams a
concept or relationship
•specify and explain the relationship
between facts, terms properties, or
variables
•Describe and explain examples
and non-examples of science
concepts
•Select a procedure according to
specified criteria and perform it
•Formulate routine problem given
data and conditions
•Organize, represent, and interpret
data
•Explain their thinking about an
answer
•Identify research questions and
design investigations for a scientific
problem
•Solve non-routine problems
•Develop a scientific model for a
complex situation
•Form conclusions from
experimental data
•complex reasoning, experimental
design and planning
•Based on provided data from a
complex experiment that is novel to
the student, deduct the
fundamental relationship between
several controlled variables.
• Conduct an investigation, from
specifying a problem to designing
and carrying out an experiment, to
analyzing its data and forming
conclusions
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Using Models in Assessments
•Students develop a model during a unit of instruction and change the
model as new information is added, e.g., exploring plant and animal cells.
•Teacher provides feedback.
•Final model used as a summative assessment.
Thinking Maps
•Thinking maps are tools students can use to develop their thinking.
•There are 8 maps they can choose to use depending on the thinking they
are to use.
•Thinking maps are different than graphic organizers in that students develop
the maps to show their thinking rather than being given an organizer to
complete.
Thinking Maps as Assessment
•Give students some information and have them answer a question using a
thinking map.
•Provide a rubric to students describing what they need to include in their
map.
•Develop a scoring guide for the team; what are possible correct answers;
what might a student include that would be incorrect.
Document Based Questions
•These essay questions require students to investigate documents to gather
information to answer the question.
•They often ask the students to argue a position and support that argument
with evidence from the documents.
Focusing on Math Practices
•What is the Practice?
•What would the kids do?
•What are teachers doing?
•How will we assess?
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Na e:________________________________________________________________Pe i d:___________

Biochemical Evidence for Evolution
LS42: Appl scientific ideas to construct an e planation for similarities and differences among modern organisms and fossil organisms to infer
relationships.
3.0 M

2.5 P

Students can anal e data to
construct an welldeveloped
e planation for similarities and
differences among modern
organisms and fossils to infer
relationships.

M

2.0 D

Students can anal e data to
construct a partiall developed
e planation for similarities and
differences among modern
organisms and fossils to infer
relationships.

1.0 B

Student can recogni e similarities
and differences among modern
organisms and fossils to infer
relationships.

Student is unable to recogni e
similarities and differences among
modern organisms and fossils to
infer relationships.

: Develops a claim that is supported with data anal sis and/or evidence that demonstrates an understanding of the topic.
3.0 M

2.5 P

Student can make an accurate claim which is
full anal ed and supported with evidence.

M

2.0 D

Student can make an accurate claim which is
partiall supported with evidence.

1.0 B

Student can make an accurate claim which is
not supported with evidence.

Student cannot make an accurate claim and
does not support with evidence.

Blood Serum Agglutination Results:

2.0 Q e i n
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3.0 Questions
2. C

e e he e

i

4. A ba a d a bi d b h
h he b d agg i a i
c ai
i h e ide ce.

a

e

ee be

i g cow, chimpan ee, monke , a d frog. (U e he da a ab e)

i g
f b
a
e i a
e acc a e

ha e a c
a f de e

a ce
i i gc

. De e
a ce

a c ai
. S

ai g

Claim: ____________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Evidence : ________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Name:_____________________________________

Period:____________ Date: _________________

Andrew Jackson Trail of Tears Essay Question
Directions: Using the information in the document provided, and your knowledge of History, write a wellorganized five paragraph essay that includes an introduction with a claim, three paragraphs that support your
claim that cite evidence in each paragraph, and a conclusion that readdresses your claim.
Prompt:
Was the Trail of Tears necessary to advance civilization as President Jackson said, or was it a cruel
injustice to the Cherokee people?
In your essay be sure to include the following information:
Why the Cherokee were removed
What the soldiers thought of the removal
What the Indians thought of the land
What the Cherokee had to endure on the trip
What was the mood of the Cherokee
Where the Trails of Tears finally ended

Score
Claim
_____

3

2

The claim is apparent and The claim is apparent,
fully answers the question. but does not answer the
question.

Evidence The evidence supports the The evidence does not
claim.
support the claim.
#1

1
No claim is
evident.
There is a lack
of evidence.

_____
Evidence The evidence supports the The evidence does not
claim.
support the claim.
#2

There is a lack
of evidence.

_____
Evidence The evidence supports the The evidence does not
claim.
support the claim.
#3

There is a lack
of evidence.

_____
Conclusion

Conclusion is apparent
and readdresses the
claim, clearly stating
opinion.

Conclusion does not
clearly readdress the
claim or clearly state
opinion.

There is a lack
of a conclusion.

Total Score: _______ / 15 x 2 = ______/ 30 Points
12

Reading/Developing Arguments
•There is an expectation across the curriculum that students can read
argumentative text as well as develop a strong argument in an essay.
•Claims, reasons, and evidence are the threads that are included in
arguments.

Depth of Knowledge
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Level 4
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Recall
Recall of a fact, information, or procedure.
Skill/Concept
Use information or conceptual knowledge, two or more
steps, etc.
Strategic Thinking
Requires reasoning, developing a plan or a sequence of
steps, some complexity, more than one possible
answer.
Extended Thinking
Requires an investigation, time to think and process
Multiple conditions of the problem.
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Consider the stimulus:
•The stimulus is the information provided to the student prior to the question.
•In math, it may include graphs or charts to interpret.
•In ELA it may include a piece of text or video.
•In science it may include tables and graphs or an experimental design
•In social studies it may contain a primary or secondary source document,
maps, charts, cartoon.
Considerations for ELA stimulus
•The passage must reflect the learning target being assessed, e.g.,
firsthand/secondhand account, two articles on the same event or topic.
•The passage must be the appropriate Lexile level (measure of text
complexity.
•The passage must be an appropriate length which may mean it’s an
excerpt.

Typical Reader Measures by Grade
Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11-12

Lexile
BR120L to 295L
170L to 545L
415L to 760L
635L to 950L
770L to 1080L
855L to 1165L
925L to 1235L
985L TO 1295L
1040L-1350L
1085L to 1400L
1130L to 1440L

Typical Passage Length
Grade Band
3
4
5
6
7
8
HS

14

Maximum Passage Length
650
750
750
950
950
950
1100
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Resources:
Science: thewonderofscience.com/draft-assessment
https://snapgse.stanford.edu
AmChem magazine
Text:
Commonlit.org
Readworks.org
NY Times learning blog
Newsela.com
Social Studies:
www.atomicarchive.com library
edsitement.neh.gov
Math:
Illustrativemathematics.org
Insidemathematics.com
Illuminations.nctm.org
Illustrativemathematics.org
Considerations for Math Stimulus
•Providing stimulus information often raises the rigor, e.g., asking students to
analyze charts and graphs to gather information.
•Be cautious about providing too many distracting pieces of stimulus
information.
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Team Time #1
Consider how you can assure that your lessons and assessments are
developed for the rigor of your standards. Choose one or more of the
following tasks to complete during this time.
Team Tasks For
Collaborative Time
A. Investigate ways you
can include thinking
maps--first in your
teaching and then in
your assessments.

Resources Available

•Social Studies: “An Overview of the Great
Depression.” (7th grade Lexile 1020, standards
RI.7.3), or Primary Sources.
•ELA: The Gift of the Magi (8th grade, 890
Lexile, RI.8.6—point of view.) or “Total Control
in North Korea” L 1160, 9th grade.
•Performing Arts: Examine the “Creative
Process Scoring Rubric for Teachers”. Would
this make sense in your course? If so, how
might you use a thinking map with your
content? Or, Consider the “Instructional
Questions for Teaching the Creative
Process.” How might you incorporate these
questions into your instruction?
B. Discuss how to use
•Science: “New York: A View From Below”—
models to understand examine question #4, or
student thinking and
“Nails in a Jar.”
how to use feedback •Math: Jigsaw the article “Modeling” Discuss
to get an accurate
how to incorporate this math practice into
understanding of
your courses.
what a student
knows.
C. Collaboratively dig
•Math—information about the practices.
deeply into the math
What is the
What would kids
practices. What
practice?
do?
should teachers be
doing? What should
we see students
What are teachers
How will we assess?
being doing? How
doing?
would we assess
them?
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D. Develop ways to
include
argumentative writing
and reading into a
unit you currently
teach.
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Science: CER Writing
Math: Examine the scoring rubrics for
“Construct viable arguments and critique the
reasoning of others” and “Draft
Argumentation Rubric. How might you
develop a rubric at your school?
Social Studies: “Letter from Birmingham Jail”
or read “Essay Assignment: Write a Historical
Argument”.
Science: Science HS Argumentation, or “DNA
Family Relationship Analysis (Genetics).
Art: “Reader Idea/Finding Artistic Inspiration
in the New York Times Opinion Section.”
ELA: “America’s Shifting Views on
Immigration” 1330 L , 11th grade

Validity—Does the assessment assess what we wanted it to assess? Will it
tell me whether or not the students learned the material I wanted them to
learn?
Reliability--Can I rely on the information to make decisions about what to
do next for my students? Does it tell me with confidence whether the
student is ready to move on or if (s)he needs more time and support?
Making Assessments Valid
Unwrap standards into the learning target to clearly uncover the
important knowledge and skills we want to teach and assess.
Create an assessment planning chart to assure that we have assessed
each of those targets at the level we expect students to reach.
Assessment Planning
• Identify the specific targets to be assessed. (1 or 2 work best)
• Determine the level of cognitive demand. (DOK 1-4)
• Decide what type of assessment items and how many to use.
– Selected Response for DOK 1 & 2
– Constructed Response for DOK 3 & 4
• Consider how much time the assessment will take.
You accomplish more reliable teacher-created assessments by:
1. Having enough items for each target so that a student isn’t able to
guess the answers and appear “proficient” or misread items and appear
“not proficient.”
2. Assuring that items are constructed with good format to minimize
misunderstanding or guessing.

Constructed Response Questions
•Make the questions and the nature of the response clear to the students.
-Provide clear expectations for student responses.
-Set a context for the expected reasoning, if appropriate.
•Develop a scoring rubric that explains profificiency expectations/
•Provide adequate space for responses.
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Content/
Targets
Knowledge
Retrieval
DOK 1

Comprehension
Application
DOK 2

Analysis
DOK 3

Synthesis
Evaluation
DOK 4

Level of Cognitive Demand

Assessment Planning Chart
What will
proficiency look
like?

ELA

Examples – Clear Expectations
Social Studies

The author of this text is making a
case to move to all electric cars by
2020. Find three examples of
specific data he provides explaining
why he believes this is necessary.
For each example provide:
-A quotation directly from the text
-Page number on which it appears.

Examine this letter from a Civil
War soldier, Tilton Reynolds, to his
mother Juliana Reynolds. After
reading his account of his visit
across the line to a camp in the
South, describe how the
conditions for soldiers from the
North are different from soldiers
from the South. Provide at least
three areas of difference and
include a citation about how
you know.

Math

With Your Team: Write a
Look at Figure Q and Figure R below: constructed response
question that you might use
in your work:

Mia said Figure Q and Figure R have
equal areas and equal perimeters.
She supported her thinking by saying
that any two figures made of an
equal number of unit squares always
have equal areas and equal
perimeters.
Is Mia correct in her thinking? Explain
why you say so with a written
explanation as well as with pictures
and numbers.
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Examples – Setting the Context
ELA
In class we studied how authors
convince their readers to agree
with them. One of the ways we
studied was how the author uses
rhetoric.
Read this article about taking
vitamins and supplements, Explain
how the author uses rhetoric to
convince the reader to take
vitamins and supplements.

Science
Read this article about how fireworks are
made. Use the diagram on page 34
explaining luminescence, explain what
happens to the energy in the atoms of
firework compounds to make them
appear different colors and give off
different types of light.

History
After analyzing the primary source
documents provided, consider
what information Truman had
about the consequences of the
atomic bomb when he chose to
use it on Japan.
Cite three places in these texts to
support your answer.

Math
The dot plot below compares the # of
minutes 30 flights made by two airlines
arrived before or after their scheduled
arrival times.

•Negative numbers represent the
minutes the flight arrived before its
scheduled time.
•Positive numbers represent the minutes
the flight arrived after its scheduled time.
•Zero indicates the flight arrived at its
scheduled time.
Based on these data, from which airline
will you choose to buy your ticket? Use
the ideas of center and spread to justify
your choice.
P.E.
Context May Be:
Using your knowledge of the 5
•Reference to something learned in
components of fitness, identify and class.
explain which component would
•Information narrowing the focus of the
be the most beneficial for a person quesetion.
training for the 26.2 Boston
•Information that helps the student see
Marathon.
connections in a novel way.
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Providing Feedback:
•Use descriptive rather than evaluative feedback
•Provide the feedback about the learning target(s) being assessed.
•Limit “corrective feedback” to what can be absorbed at a given time.
•Provide feedback that is specific enough so that the student knows what
to do next, but not so specific that it gives away the answer.
Multiple Choice Items
Writing good stems:
• The stem should include a complete thought or question.
• Do not use negatives as they may confuse students who actually know
the information.
• Don’t give away the answer in the stem.
• If you use most likely or best, make sure they are emphasized.
Writing good “distracters” or choices:
• Each answer should be reasonable.
• Use parallel grammar and similar length.
• Avoid “all of the above” and “none of the above.”
• Use a logical order for the answers.
• Make sure the correct answer is the only correct answer!

Matching Items
•Provide clear directions.
•Use a maximum of 10 items.
•Keep the list homogeneous.
•Place longer responses on the left with shorter answers on the right.
•Use an uneven number of items.
•Keep the list in a logical order.
True-False Items
•Make sure there is only one target per item and that the item is either
entirely true or entirely false.
•Don’t use always or never.
•Avoid negatives as they can create ambiguity for some students.
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Test-Item Quality Checklist
General Guidelines for All Formats
1. Unwrap/unpack standards into learning targets and write questions around
the most important targets.
2. Create an assessment planning chart to ensure adequate cognitive demand
and number of questions asked per target.
3. Remember the goal is to know whether students know the material, not
whether they can use good test-taking strategies to guess the right answer.
4. Provide a sufficient number of items to know whether a student learned, but
not so many that the assessment takes too long.

Multiple-Choice Guidelines
1. Make sure that each item assesses only one target.
2. State the whole question in item stem.
3. Put the answer choices in an order that makes sense, e.g., largest to smallest,
alphabetical.
4. Be sure there is only one correct or best answer.
5. Keep response options brief and parallel in:
a. Length
b. Grammatical construction
6. Limit use of all or none of the above.
7. Use always and never with caution.
8. Questions can have different numbers of responses; don’t add answers just
to make them even.

True–False, Matching, and Completion or Fill-In Guidelines
1. True–false items
a. Make them entirely true or entirely false as stated.
b. Avoid negatives which make questions ambiguous.
c. Make sure there is only one target per question.
2. Matching items
a. Provide clear directions for the match to be made. Indicate if a
response can be used more than once or if an item has more than one
match.
b. Include no more than 10 items.
c. Put the responses on the left and the trigger on the right.
d. Include only homogeneous items. Do not mix dates, events, and names
in a single exercise.
e. Provide more responses than trigger items.
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3. Completion or fill-in items
a. Ask a question.
b. Provide one blank per item.
c. Do not make length a clue.
d. Put blank toward the end.

Constructed-Response Guidelines
1. Creating questions
a. Make the context and the expectations clear to the student.
b. Don’t provide options that allow students to choose areas in which
they feel most competent. (You want to know what they really know!)
2. Scoring
a. Establish scoring criteria in advance.
b. Set a policy about non-achievement factors, i.e., writing skills.
c. Score collaboratively, if possible.
d. Score all responses to one exercise at a time. (It’s faster!)

Formatting and Arranging Assessment Items
1. Be consistent in the presentation of an item type.
2. List the learning target being assessed.
3. Avoid crowding too many questions onto one page.

Writing Directions
1. Write clear, explicit directions for each item type.
2. Indicate how the answer should be expressed (e.g., should true or false be
written, or T or F? Should numbers be rounded to the nearest 10th? Should
units such as months, meters, or grams be included in the answer?)

Producing the Test
1. Type test and make sure copies are readable.
2. Proof carefully and double check the answer key.
3. Ask a colleague to review or take important tests.
(Ainsworth, 2006; Stiggins, Arter, Chappuis, & Chappuis, 2004; Gareis & Grant, 2008;
and Popham, 2003)
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Cut Scores
•Cut scores are used with summative assessments to measure
where a student is at a given point in time.
•A cut score can be used to determine if a student “passes” a
summative test.
•Cut scores DON’T tell you what to do next for students.
Common Formative Assessments
•with a common formative assessment you want to analyze the results
target by target.
•The team starts with one target and examines the student responses to
determine the misunderstanding and misconceptions.
•They plan the response based on the misconception.

Using Rubrics with Common Formative Assessments
•Each learning target should be have a separate criterion on the rubric.
•The team must develop a common understanding of what the
expectation is for each level of response often guided by strong and
weak work.
•Be aware that some constructed response questions have only “correct”
and “incorrect” answers.
Beyond
Proficiency
Learning
target 1

Learning
target 2

25

Proficiency Partial
Proficiency

No
Proficiency
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The answer is
incomplete or
incorrect

The student is able to
identify irrelevant
evidence but isn’t
able to explain why
it’s irrelevant.
The student is able to
identify irrelevant
evidence and explain
why it is irrelevant.

There is no “beyond
proficiency” for this
target.

Assess whether the
evidence is relevant
and sufficient

Recognize when
irrelevant evidence is
introduced
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The response is
incomplete or
incorrect.

The student is able to
list the evidence the
author uses, but is
unable to evaluate
the quality of it.

The student is able to
list the evidence the
author uses and can
evaluate whether it is
relevant and sufficient.

The student is able to
list and evaluate the
evidence an author
uses, and can suggest
what information an
author could supply to
make invalid or
irrelevant support
better.

The response is
incomplete or
incorrect.

1

There is no “beyond
proficiency” for this
target.

The student is able to
identify the specific
place in the text that
lays out the author’s
argument but is
unable to identify the
claims the author
makes

2

Delineate the
argument and specific
claims

3
The student is able to
identify the specific
place in the text that
lays out the author’s
argument and the
specific text where the
claims are made.

4
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Mathematical
Explanation

Gives a complete
written explanation
of what was done as
well as why it was
done. May include a
diagram with a
complete
explanation.

Gives a complete
written explanation
of what was done as
well as why it was
done. Provides some
alternate thinking
about how this may
apply in other similar
situations
Cannot thoroughly
explain what was
done and why. The
explanation is vague,
difficult to understand,
or doesn’t completely
match the process.

2

4

3
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2

Developing A Rubric Around Learning Targets

3

4

1

Is unable to explain
the solution.

1
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Traditional Grading
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Standards Based
Mindset

Standards-Based Grading

